TEKLYNX CENTRAL GHS is an enterprise label management solution designed specifically to address chemical labeling requirements. Eliminating risk and improving control is critical in an organization that handles chemicals which are potentially hazardous. TEKLYNX CENTRAL GHS helps automate the entire labeling process and provides central management to ensure process enforcement and additional control.

TEKLYNX CENTRAL GHS unites the widely used TEKLYNX enterprise software CODESOFT, SENTINEL, and LABEL ARCHIVE into a single solution, which helps you manage enterprise labeling users, licenses, and installation within one interface.

TEKLYNX CENTRAL GHS can pull symbols, signal words, and hazard elements from a centralized database, ensuring that your labels contain essential, approved messages to increase efficiency. Its simplified print interface reduces reprints and saves material costs. Get a head start on GHS compliance by implementing a single solution that meets all of your business needs!

TEKLYNX CENTRAL GHS includes:

- A label designer that can pull information from your existing systems.
- A label approval module that offers up to three tiers of authorization and central label file storage.
- An automated network printing module that can manage hundreds of printers in multiple locations from a single server.
- Custom reporting options that provide complete document history and activity logs.
- A browser-based user interface for business logic driven label selection and printing.
- A mobile app that allows you to print from your iOS or Android device.

Meet chemical labeling regulations with a single solution

By incorporating TEKLYNX CENTRAL GHS into your chemical labeling processes, you can:

- Reduce errors and gain quick return on investment through complete process automation and centralized label management.
- Ensure accuracy with a controlled, secure environment.
- Minimize IT administration with a central interface to manage workflow approval rules and user authorizations.
- Decrease complexity and increase efficiency for end users throughout the enterprise labeling process with a browser-based user interface.
- Use a flexible and scalable system that offers an unparalleled number of configuration options and compatible printers and drivers.

www.teklynx.com/central_ghs
Is TEKLYNX CENTRAL GHS your solution?

Often, the need for a single, unified solution to handle label design, approval, printing, and reporting arises when organizations involved with chemicals need to comply with regulatory requirements such as the Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labeling of Chemicals (GHS). TEKLYNX CENTRAL GHS supports chemical labeling requirements. It offers maximum traceability, with accurately classified chemicals & HazCom elements for all types of labels & Safety Data Sheets.

Companies who use TEKLYNX CENTRAL GHS typically have:

- Over 10 printers
- Significant number of users
- Multiple production lines and locations
- Third-party suppliers who print their labels
- Lean manufacturing initiatives
- Compliance regulations
- Business system integration

TEKLYNX offers solutions for all levels of labeling complexity

**LABEL MATRIX**
- Simple labeling requirements with fixed data
- Familiar interface
- Helpful label design wizards

**LABELVIEW**
- Mid-level labeling requirements
- Simple database connections
- Customizable print forms
- Intuitive interface

**CODESOFT**
- Complex labeling requirements
- RFID support
- Complex database integration
- Regulatory compliance, such as:
  - Unique Device Identification (UDI)
  - Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labeling of Chemicals (GHS)

**Enterprise Label Management Solutions**
- Maximum complexity labeling requirements
- CODESOFT + SENTINEL integrates with any ERP system to completely automate label printing
- CODESOFT + LABEL ARCHIVE enables tracking of every aspect of the label design process, robust user permissions, and version control
- TEKLYNX CENTRAL is an all-in-one, centralized, browser-based label management solution for the whole enterprise

About TEKLYNX

TEKLYNX International helps supply chains work better. Today, more than 750,000 companies in over 170 countries trust TEKLYNX integrated barcode and RFID label design products and the people behind its solutions to make barcode labeling operations efficient, accurate, secure and industry compliant. With over 30 years of experience, TEKLYNX is the global leader because of its reliable software and superior customer support. To learn more about how the TEKLYNX community helps companies across industries worldwide, visit teklynx.com or call TEKLYNX in your region. Barcode Better™ with TEKLYNX.
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